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	Experimental Biochemistry 3rd Edition
This edition of Experimental Biochemistry is a perfect fit for today&#8217;s biochemistry laboratory course. It provides comprehensive coverage of important techniques used in contemporary biochemical research and gives students the background theory they need to understand the nature of the experiments. Thoroughly classroom tested, the experiments incorporate the full range of biochemical materials in an [&#8230;]
	Visual Mnemonics Biochemistry
About The Book This book is about Pharmacology medical mnemonics with unique diagrammatic representation. It will cover the important medical topic in a very concise and beneficiary way to the medical students. The mnemonics will not will help you to memorize but also help you to picturise about the content. Most important feature of this [&#8230;]
	Biochemistry, 5th Edition
About The Book With new co-authors Jeremy Berg and John Tymoczko, &#8220;Biochemistry&#8221; 5th edition has expanded integration of evolution, more chemical and structural insights, and a web based media component created simultaneously with the text. Improved pedagogy includes: chapter opening outlines, expanded end of chapter problem sets, new types of problems, and special icons highlighting [&#8230;]
	Comprehensive Enzyme Kinetics
About The Book Welcome to your study of enzyme kinetics, the subject that underlies all enzymology, which in turn underlies all aspects of biochemistry. This text will give you an introduction to a wide range of topics that constitute the modern enzyme kinetics. This textbook is directed at graduate students in biochemistry, chemistry, and life [&#8230;]
	Bioinformatics and Drug Discovery
About The Book A collection of readily reproducible bioinformatic methods to advance the drug discovery process from gene identification to protein modeling to the identification of specific drug candidates. The authors demonstrate these techniques, including microarray analysis, the analysis of genes as potential drug targets, virtual screening and in silico protein design, and cheminformatics, in [&#8230;]
	An Introduction to Computational Biochemistry
About The Book This comprehensive text offers a solid introduction to the biochemical principles and skills required for any researcher applying computational tools to practical problems in biochemistry. Each chapter includes an introduction to the topic, a review of the biological concepts involved, a discussion of the programming and applications used, key references, and problem [&#8230;]
	Oxidative Stress Biomarkers and Antioxidant Protocols
About The Book Oxidative stress has been linked to a variety of medical problems, including cardiovascular disease, cancer, arthritis, diabetes, and aging. Drawing on the growing volume of research into the impact of oxidative stress on pathophysiological mechanisms, Donald Armstrong updates and expands his highly praised Free Radical and Antioxidant Protocols (Humana, 1998) with a [&#8230;]
	Nanotechnology in Biology and Medicine: Methods, Devices, and Applications, 2nd Edition
About The Book The second edition of Nanotechnology in Biology and Medicine is intended to serve as an authoritative reference source for a broad audience involved in the research, teaching, learning, and practice of nanotechnology in life sciences. This technology, which is on the scale of molecules, has enabled the development of devices smaller and [&#8230;]
	Complexity in Chemistry, Biology, and Ecology
About The Book As we were at pains to point out in the companion volume to this mo- graph, entitled Complexity in Chemistry: Introduction and Fundamentals, complexity is to be encountered just about everywhere. All that is needed for us to see it is a suitably trained eye and it then appears almost magically in [&#8230;]
	Biochemistry and Molecular Biology of Parasites
About The Book The study of parasitic organisms at the molecular level has yielded fascinating new insights of great medical, social, and economical importance, and has pointed the way for the treatment and prevention of the diseases they cause. Biochemistry and Molecular Biology of Parasites presents an up-to-date account of this modern scientific discipline in [&#8230;]

